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New delightful range of frozen creations by La Rose Noire.
In response to a growing demand for innovative products, premier patissiere La Rose Noire have launched
an exciting new collection of frozen desserts, only available through Town & Country Fine Foods in the UK.
Each item has been meticulously designed with the professional chef in mind and joins an already
outstanding hand-crafted range of finished and semi-finished desserts, chocolate shells, décor and tart
shells.

Premium Collection
A charming combination of La Rose Noire’s best-selling selection of
finished desserts. This all-encompassing collection includes Les
Caroline Chocolate, Lemon Macaron, Les Eclarions Vanilla and
Raspberry, Les Tartes Passion Caramel Almond, Les Chouchous
Double Raspberry and Banana Cheeseclair. The Premium Collection
will undoubtably create a show-stopping afternoon tea and is ideal
for the busy professional kitchen, high-end catering company and
time-conscious events business.

Les Cheeseclairs are an enchanting, hand-made assortment of
frozen cheesecakes created in the familiar shape of an eclair. They
have a Graham Cracker digestive biscuit base and are available in 6
creamy flavours; mango, raspberry, passion fruit, coconut, banana
and blackcurrant. Les Cheeseclairs can be topped with fresh fruit,
such as forest fruit berries or perhaps a chocolate décor item as
shown in the picture. They are perfect for afternoon teas, which
continue to grow in popularity and will create a colourful impact
when served at celebrations, banquets and events, offering
consistent quality every time.
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Les Cone Passion
La Rose Noire have created a suite of appetising fillings for their new
hand-made chocolate cones; Pear Chocolate, Apple Vanilla, Caramel
Almond, Chocolate Praline, Crunchy Bitter Chocolate, Lemon and
Raspberry Truffle. The cones measure a delicate 61 mm high and are
made using only 69% single origin dark chocolate from the South
Phillippines. Les Cones Passion will cause an impressive reaction at any
event or celebration.

ENDS
Notes to editors:
High resolution images are available. Please contact Esther Rowe, Brand Manager, on 0345 672 8000 or
email e.rowe@tcfinefoods.uk (Monday-Wednesday).

La Rose Noire
La Rose Noire a world-renowned patisserie founded by Gérard Dubois, based in the Philippines. They lead
the way in fine bakery and pastry, chocolate cups and shells, plus finished frozen desserts, with a range of
over 500 exquisite varieties, served by some of the finest hotels and restaurants in the world.
http://la-rose-noire.com/

Town & Country Fine Foods
Town & Country Fine Foods are the specialist supplier of chocolate, pastry and ingredients to restaurants,
banqueting and hospitality professionals.
www.tcfinefoods.co.uk

@tcfinefoods
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